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Tempered Glass Film 5.5" Sunnylife for DJI RC controller (M2

Sunnylife 5.5" tempered glass for DJI RC controller (M2-GHM9172)
This indispensable accessory will effectively protect your controller's screen from any scratches or cracks, while maintaining its smooth
touch response. The glass features a 9H hardness rating, is highly transparent, and the 2.5D rounded finish makes the delicate edges of
the screen even better protected. In addition, it provides excellent smoothness of screen operation. Sunnylife glass is equipped with an
oleophobic coating, which will help you keep your screen clean.
 
Natural image coloring
The  glass,  despite  its  high  degree  of  protection,  is  highly  transparent,  which  means  that  it  does  not  interfere  with  the  quality  of  the
displayed image. Using the controller, you will always see a High Definition image with clean and natural colors.
 
Perfect fit
Sunnylife's  5.5''  tempered  glass  is  designed  specifically  for  DJI  RC's  PRO/M300RTK/MAVIC  2/T20  series,  so  it  fits  perfectly  against  the
screen for comprehensive protection. The 2.5D finish makes the particularly vulnerable edges completely safe! Installation of the glass
will not cause you any problem.
 
Robust protection without contamination
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The  hardness  grade  of  9H  provides  effective  protection  against  any  cracks  and  scratches,  so  you  can  use  your  equipment  without
worrying about damage. What's more, the additional oleophobic coating will protect the screen from unwanted fingerprints and greasy
stains, making it even easier to keep clean!
 
	Manufacturer
	Sunnylife
	Model
	M2-GHM9172
	Compatibility
	DJI RC PRO/M300RTK/MAVIC 2/T20

Preço:

€ 4.50
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